INDUSTRY DAY
Tuesday, 18th September 2018
(Sala degli Affreschi)

9h30 Welcome Address
Paola BATISTONI, Head of Fusion Promotion and Development Section, ENEA
Chairperson: Paolo ACUNZO, Industrial Liaison Officer in LOC - SOFT2018

09h45 Fusion for Energy - Status of procurement for ITER
Alfredo PORTONE, Contract and Procurement Unit, F4E

11h00 EUROfusion Industrial Involvement
Tony DONNE', EUROfusion Programme Manager

11h45 DTT – Divertor Tokamak Test facility
Aldo PIZZUTO, Director Fusion and Technology for nuclear Safety Department, ENEA

12h30 Questions & Answers
Lunch
Chairperson: Kurt EBBINGHAUS, Chair ILO Network F4E/ITER

14h45 ITER in Vessel components - Status of procurement
Mario MEROLA, Head of Internal Components Division, ITER Organization

15h45 Diagnostics - Status of procurement for ITER
Julio GUIRAO, Diagnostic Integration Division, ITER Organization
Frederic LE GUERN, Diagnostic Project Team, F4E